A tool developed in Matlab for multiple correspondence analysis of fuzzy coded data sets: application to morphometric skull data.
Multiple Correspondence factorial Analysis is a multivariate method for the exploratory study of multidimensional contingency tables. Its use can be extended to the analysis of a table of fuzzy coded data resulting from a distribution into fuzzy windows defined by linguistic properties. There are few existing software tools that allow performing this type of analysis on a data table; furthermore these tools are not interactive and do not allow defining and representing fuzzy windowing. This paper presents a software tool, developed with Matlab, to compute and represent results from multiple correspondence factorial analyses. Pre-defined membership functions can be selected by the user according to the distribution histograms of the data. This paper presents an application example of this program onto a data table of morphometric parameters of 150 male skulls throughout 5 periods of Egyptian civilization. The results are compared to those of a principal component analysis, which is more often used for the study of experimental data. Our program allows a rapid description of the morphological evolution of skulls over time, notably thanks to a linguistic description of each variable, whereas the results of the latter method are less obvious to observe and require a deeper analysis in order to arrive at the same conclusions.